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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. While we make every effort to ensure the data
listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the factory rebates, incentives,
options or vehicle features may be listed incorrectly as we get data from multiple data sources.
Dealer cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly. Although every reasonable effort
has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute
accuracy cannot be guaranteed. This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are
presented to the user "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or implied. All
vehicles are subject to prior sale. Price does not include applicable tax, title, and license
charges. First Name:. Last Name:. Status: Available. Lock In Sale Price. Body Style Super Cab.
Engine 4. Vehicle Description Recent Arrival! Features Options Specs. There is currently no
information available about this vehicle's specifications online. Please contact our dealership to
find out more about the specifications of this vehicle. We turn our inventory daily, please check
with the dealer to confirm vehicle availability. Color: Stock : VIN:. Term: 12 months 24 months
36 months 48 months 60 months 72 months 84 months. Monthly Payment:. Your Purchasing
Power:. Your Friend's Information: Name:. Send me a copy. I also wish to be contacted by the
dealer about this vehicle. Terms: The recipient of this text message may incur charges
depending on their wireless carrier. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History.
Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Call us for details! We offer traditional financing,
guaranteed approvals and Buy Here Pay Here services, thanks! Recent Arrival! Every vehicle
has been through a point safety inspection completed by a certified technician and fully
detailed. Take advantage of our VIP internet experience by calling to schedule a test drive. Read
our customer reviews at See dealer for complete details, dealer is not responsible for pricing
errors, all prices, plus tax, title, plate, and doc fees. Some of our used vehicles may be subject
to unrepaired safety recalls. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new
brakes! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No
pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. No matter the terrain or weather, you'll drive at
ease in this 4WD-equipped vehicle. With exceptional safety features and superb handling, this
4WD was engineered with excellence in mind. The incredibly low mileage and painstaking
upkeep on this Ford F makes it a once-in-a-lifetime deal that won't last long! Call us today to
reserve your test drive! The Ford exterior is finished in a breathtaking Silver Metallic, while
being complemented by such a gorgeous Flint interior. This color combination is stunning and
absolutely beautiful! You've found the one you've been looking for. Your dream car. We are so
confident of being the Low-Cost provider that we guarantee it. We have researched and
compared thousands of vehicle transactions to give you a great value and the lowest
competitive price. The AutoNation Ford Advantage provides a complimentary loaner while
servicing your vehicle and a Worry Free folder that includes a CarFax complete vehicle history
report, quality service inspection with repair work performed and a sixty-day limited powertrain
warranty. Buy with confidence and experience why people drive hundreds of miles to buy from

AutoNation Ford. Key Policy: Our pre-owned vehicles come with one key unless we received
more than one from the previous owner. Additional keys may be purchased. Disinfectant
methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or
prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Powered by a 5. You will appreciate the
solid foundation with agile suspension plus the ability to actually work. This one even has
running boards in place. Lariat extras are everywhere, including keyless remote entry,
adjustable pedals, leather seats with driver seat memory, and even a leather steering wheel!
There's a back-up camera with sensors to make maneuvering those crowded parking lots
easier. Still, it's a tough Ford truck with the deep Ford cargo bed and the rugged box frame
construction that no other manufacturer can rival. This Lariat takes you to the country club,
football practice and lumber yard with equal style and versatility. You don't want to miss this
opportunity to own one of America's true classics. If you are ready to take a step up, don't get
roped in by lesser trucks. No one else has Lariat but Ford and this one is waiting for you right
now! Print this page and call us Now We are located just west of the twin cities, come in and see
how the car buying experience should be with no pressure. Holt Motors is the best value in the
business. Come in and experience the Holt Motors difference. This F is powered by a 5. This
Truck was well maintained. Our F comes with options such as Bluetooth, parking sensors,
cruise control and more. If your in the market for a great 4x4 Truck that is spacious, powerful,
clean, and fits all your needs, why look any further. Give Sea-Auto Sales a call today to
schedule a test drive. Drive Wheel Configuration: four wheel drive. Odometer is miles below
market average! Chrome Wheels 4. AutoNation Chevrolet North Denver is honored to present a
wonderful example of pure vehicle design This Ford includes: 4. This 4WD-equipped vehicle
handles any condition on- or off-road with the sure footedness of a mountain goat. Low, low
mileage coupled with an exacting maintenance program make this vehicle a rare find. You don't
always know the details about a vehicle's past. This time you will have the service records to
clue you in to how well it was cared for. The interior of this Ford F STX has been through
meticulous inspection and could almost pass for a brand new vehicle. Some vehicles are more
of a need-to-have. This one is a absolutely-must-have. If it's looks aren't enough to persuade
you, the feel of the powerhouse under the hood most definitely will. More information about the
Ford F Depending on equipment, Ford's F spans a range from basic V6 work truck to luxurious
tow rig to hefty hauler, with the industry's widest variety of body configurations--more than The
F already has a reputation for being one of the best built, most desirable trucks, and with prices
cut and upgraded capability, it's especially competitive. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 1. Cylinders 6 cylinders
8, 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. No accidents. Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 23,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. The Lariat F was the nicest designed truck we drove. The
interior was extremely nice and beat its competitors hands down. It's very well appointed truck
but we have taken it into the mountains on some very tight 4WD trails and it has been a great
off-road truck. We will primarily using the truck for hauling large items and off-roading to get to
quiet places in the mountains. If we were more interested in towing, the F may not have been in
play. We have had great success with Fords in the past. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. This
page is for personal, non-commercial use. They offer a quiet and refined ride over dirt roads,
rough pavement and freeway slabs. Yet they also offer controlled handling, with a minimum of
body roll in corners. The steering is responsive for cornering and these trucks track like a laser
beam on the highway. Brakes are smooth and responsive. The big 5. The 4. The F comes in six
distinct variants to meet the different needs of a wide range of owners. Within those variants are
three cab choices, three bed lengths, three bed styles, and a choice of powertrains. Ford claims
more than 60 possible variations. All are thoughtfully designed to address the distinct needs
and wants of individual buyers. The F is known for its toughness, strength, and cargo capacity,
while offering interior design and comfort. Its amenities show attention to detail. The base XL is
surprisingly nice inside. The FX4's optional captain's chairs are comfortable. The Lariat is
classy and nicely equipped, with every known amenity. The King Ranch has a western feel
that's very inviting. The SuperCrew features a back seat that's roomy and comfortable for
adults. The SuperCrew offers Ford redesigned the F for the model year. Since then, the model
lineup has expanded with new trim levels , variations, and specialty models. The models feature
more than a dozen subtle improvements inside and out. Among them: Seat comfort has been
enhanced for A tire-pressure monitoring system now comes standard. Lariat and XLT models
get new grilles for A new DVD navigation system and Sirius satellite radio are available, and an
auxiliary audio input jack is now standard on most models. Power folding mirrors are now

available on FX4 and Lariat models, a useful feature for parking in tight quarters. Towing and
hauling capacities have been increased for , and Ford claims the F is the most capable truck in
its class. Properly equipped, a Ford F can tow 10, pounds or haul more than 3, pounds in the
bed. Full Review The Ford F comes in a broad range of models, yet they all seem to have nicely
balanced suspensions that make them enjoyable to drive and well-designed, comfortable cabs.
WB Lariat 4x2 Styleside 6. WB Lariat 4x4 Styleside 5. WB FX4 4x4 Styleside 6. WB FX4 4x4
Styleside 5. WB Lariat 4x4 Flareside 6. All rights reserved. We notice you're using an ad blocker.
Please consider allowing Autoblog. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we
keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for
you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we
promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog.
The Ford F comes in a broad range of models, yet they all seem to have nicely balanced
suspensions that make them enjoyable to drive and well-designed, comfortable cabs. Hide Full
Review. Choose a Trim 4x2 Styleside 5. WB Lariat. Engine 4. Smart Buy Program is powered by.
See the value of your car and get a cash offer in minutes. Cash Out or Trade-In. Research
Another Vehicle. XLT 4x2 Styleside 5. XLT 4x2 Styleside 6. XLT 4x2 Flareside 6. Lariat 4x2
Styleside 5. Lariat 4x2 Styleside 6. XLT 4x4 Styleside 5. XLT 4x4 Styleside 6. XLT 4x4 Flareside
6. FX4 4x4 Styleside 5. FX4 4x4 Styleside 6. Lariat 4x4 Styleside 5. FX4 4x4 Flareside 6. Lariat
4x4 Styleside 6. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for
your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Research Another
Vehicle. XL 4x2 Regular Cab Styleside 6. XL 4x2 Regular Cab Styleside 8 ft. XL 4x4 Regular Cab
Styleside 6. XL 4x2 Super Cab Styleside 6. XL 4x4 Regular Cab Styleside 8 ft. XL 4x2 Super Cab
Styleside 8 ft. XL 4x4 Super Cab Styleside 6. XL 4x4 Super Cab Styleside 8 ft. Lariat 4x2 Super
Cab Styleside 5. FX4 4x4 Regular Cab Styleside 6. Lariat 4x2 Super Cab Styleside 6. FX4 4x4
Regular Cab Flareside 6. FX4 4x4 Super Cab Styleside 5. FX4 4x4 Super Cab Styleside 6. Lariat
4x4 Super Cab Styleside 5. FX4 4x4 Super Cab Flareside 6. Lariat 4x4 Super Cab Styleside 6. We
notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to
disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a

few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Unlike other websites and magazines, our ratings
are not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of criteria:
quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When
comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that the rating earned by
each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most exceptional vehicles
achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not
quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles of the same class.
Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect for the price. We
have information you must know before you buy the F We want to send it to you, along with
other pricing insights.
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I agree to receive emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. We
will not spam you, and will never sell your email. Privacy Policy. We have partnered with trusted
dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Ford F This is how it works:. Saved
Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Ford F Ford F Pictures. You can interpret our ratings
in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road.
Exterior 27 Interior View Full Screen. See All Photos. See Used F Listings. Insider Information
We have information you must know before you buy the F Your Email Submit. Thank you. You
are now subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered
with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Ford F Use the CarsDirect
Target Price as a tool in your negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as
well as trade-in options. Ford F By Year New Used

